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IN MEMORIUM 
Noel Matheson, a long-time stalwart of our Guild, died peacefully at home on August 28th.  
Noel’s obituary in the Nelson Mail described him as “... a skilled woodworker and craftsman, 
teacher and environmentalist.  He relished a robust discussion....”   For many years his “robust 
discussions” with the late Wilson Hawke were a highlight of our meetings but sadly, towards the 
end of his life, increasing deafness limited his participation.  He was an avid tool hunter and had 
a very large collection of beautifully restored hand tools, particularly planes, which he displayed 
most recently for a visit by the Blenheim woodworkers.  Always willing to share his knowledge 
he will be greatly missed.  We extend our sincere condolences to Noel’s widow, Edna, and his 
extended family.  

 
... and some personal memories of Noel from Neil Bruce-Miller:  
 
Noel Matheson, who sadly passed away in August, was a long-term member of the Guild, probably one of 
the earliest members and only resigned his membership due to his increasing frailty about 4 years ago.  He 
will be remembered for his uncompromising search for quality, be it in his own work or in the hand tools, of 
which he was an avid collector.  He frequently brought some of his work to Guild meetings and constantly 
surprised us with the standard of workmanship he achieved.  Sometimes this was in pieces of furniture that 
he had made, usually in classical, conservative styles and at other times he brought tools that he had ac-
quired and restored.  Those of us who had the pleasure of visiting him in his Monaco home will recall the 
huge collection of classic hand tools, in particular the many dozens of hand planes, all expertly maintained 
and gleaming in old-fashioned excellence.  He was always happy to show off his collection and frequently 
would demonstrate how to use individual tools, exhibiting his superb fine woodworking abilities.  
He was also uncompromising in his ethical standards and would relish a robust discussion over local poli-
tics, environmental issues and the ways of the world.  I well recall the uphill battle I faced, when as Treas-
urer for the Guild, I was trying to persuade the membership to allow me to move our accounts over to elec-
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tronic banking; Noel and his long term friend, the late Wilson Hawke, were adamant that the single signa-
ture authority (the standard of that time) was altogether too risky for the Guild to accept.  They only 
backed down when I suggested that they take over the treasurer’s job themselves!  (They both kept me un-
der close observation thereafter.)  I know that all members of the Guild will join me in expressing our sin-
cere condolences to Noel’s widow, Edna and her family in their loss.  It was a privilege to have known Noel 
and to count him as a friend. 
 

Robinia pseudoacacia: On a happier note Neil Bruce-Miller writes:   
ROBINIA - False Acacia, Locust, Black Locust, Ships-mast Locust, Robinia pseudoacacia - call it what 
you like, familiar to us all and probably an under-estimated resource.  Some sources say it is one of 
the most planted forestry trees around.  I have just been travelling in France on holiday and was 
surprised to see large areas of woodland where the principle species was Robinia.  Often these 
woodland areas are managed and I was curious as to why.  We stayed for a while in a rented villa 
on a vineyard in the Bordeaux region and on enquiring from the owner about the Robinia, he 
explained simply that most Vignerons use untreated Robinia posts in their vineyards because they 
last for 30 years in the ground and this is important for their organic status.  The only other option 
would be Chestnut and this species is only ground tolerant for 10 years.  Treated posts, as the 
vineyards in New Zealand widely use are a distinct no-no because of the arsenic levels used in the 
timber treatment.  Moving to steel posts is not viable economically. 
 
The two photos show a typical Robinia plantation and a stack of sawn posts ready for collection; 
the posts are split lengthwise into ½ or ¼ rounds before being used in the vineyards. 

I was also curious as to why so much Lombardy and White 
Poplar is planted and managed, but everyone I asked had 
no sensible response, except that one of the species of oyster mushrooms that is commercially 
planted needs shredded poplar wood as its growing substrate.  I assume that it is used as a utility 
timber for lightweight furniture carcasses, boxes, crates, plywood and possibly in laminated 
timbers. 
 
And another contribution from Neil Bruce-Miller: 

Hemp is the New Oak: America’s First Hemp “Wood” Factory is Being 
Built 

“HempWood” is 20 percent harder than oak and grows 100 times as fast.  It’s a sustainable 
alternative for hardwood furniture, flooring and more.   



Now that it’s legal to grow hemp in the United States, a man who’s spent the last decade develop-
ing hemp “hardwood” is building a $US6 million factory to manufacture the product en masse.  His 
patented product called “HempWood”, is made from compressed hemp pulp fibers, held together 
with a soy-based glue.  While that may sound like some newfangled version of particle board, it’s 
not.  It looks and feels like oak but is 20 percent harder than the famous hardwood tree.  It also 
grows 100 times as fast. While it takes an oak tree at least six decades to mature, it takes hemp six 
months.   

That’s’ good news for oak trees, as they are among the 
most endangered trees in the planet because of the 
high demand for solid oak furniture.  The owner of the 
new startup company Fibonacci, Greg Wilson, was a pi-

oneer in the bamboo flooring industry before hemp became legal.  The company uses technology 
popularized by China’s strand-woven bamboo industry, in addition to technology developed at Wil-
son’s other company SmartOak, which creates engineered wood products using logs that would 
otherwise be converted to wood chips.  HempWood will be used to make blocks, boards, flooring, 
cutting boards and skateboards, all at prices far cheaper than oak, the company said.  The com-
pany will be headquartered in Kentucky, where more than 40,000 acres of hemp are already being 
cultivated. 

Names to note 
What do you know about famous woodworkers?  We’ve all heard of more recent masters like Tage 
Frid, James Krenov, Sam Maloof, John Makepeace and George Nakashima but what about earlier 
greats?  Just within the English heritage we should all know something of the life and works of 
Grinling Gibbons, Thomas Chippendale, George Hepplewhite and Thomas Sheraton.  Here’s a brief 
look at the first two; Gibbons and Chippendale.  Hepplewhite and Sheraton will feature in the next 
issue of The Borer. 
 
Grinling Gibbons (1648 - 1721) is universally recognised as England’s greatest woodcarver.  His 
work can be found in most of the famous buildings in London, like Hampton Court palace and St 
Paul’s cathedral.  Here’s a good summary of his life:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaUCOXBI4m8  
 
Thomas Chippendale (1718 – 1779).  Born in Otley, in Yorkshire, Chippendale was the son of a 
joiner from whom he probably received his earliest tuition.  It’s thought he was also taught by 
Richard Wood in York before moving to London where, in 1749, he rented a house near Covent 
Garden.  In 1752 he moved to Somerset court, off The Strand.  In 1754 he set up a large workshop 
at 60 - 62 St Martin’s Lane in an area popular with other artisans and craftsmen, particularly furni-
ture makers.   



Chippendale’s business grew quickly.  By 1755 his workforce comprised 40 – 50 artisans, including 
cabinetmakers, upholsterers and carvers.  At this stage Chippendale would not have made furni-
ture himself – or even managed the workshop.  His role probably involved making designs, culti-
vating clients and promoting the business.  Cash flow was a constant problem as clients rarely paid 
promptly.  Chippendale went into partnership with the wealthy Scottish merchant James Rannie 
and later, following Rannie’s death in 1766, Thomas Haig who had been Rannie’s accountant.  
Their business acumen complemented Chippendale’s entrepreneurial flair.  

In 1754 Chippendale produced a book of his designs, titled The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's 
Director.  Chippendale was the first cabinet maker to publish a book of his designs and it became 
an immediate success.  Reprinted in 1755 it was reissued in a revised and enlarged form in 1762.  
The articles of furniture depicted are extremely varied: chairs, sofas, canopy and dome beds, win-
dow cornices, breakfast tables, shaving tables, commodes, chamber organs, cabinets, candle 
stands, cisterns, chimney pieces, picture frames, frets, and other decorations. The plates contain 
elegant drawings that show the unique combination of solidity of construction and lightness and 
grace that was the Chippendale trademark, along with many construction diagrams, elevations, 
and enlargements of moldings and other details. Today you can buy a new paperback reprint from 
Amazon for $US 13.75. 

As his reputation grew, Chippendale began to function more like a 
modern interior designer, accepting commissions for the 
furnishing of entire rooms, not just providing the furniture.  
Twenty-six of these commissions have been identified.  Many are 
in stately homes and available for public viewing.  In the early part 
of his career his designs were in the Rococo style, flowery and 
ornate, heavily influenced by European fashions.  This example on 
the left was auctioned by Christies in London on 18 June 2008.  It 
was advertised as a George II parcel-gilt padouk cabinet-on-a-
stand and sold for £2,729,250 – 
about $NZ5,207,688.  It’s 
interesting to note that 
Chippendale was a good friend of 
James Christie, the founder of 
Christie’s Auction House, and 
probably made the rostrum 
which Christies used during this 

sale. 
 
Later he offered chinoiserie and Gothic styles and his designs 
became simpler and more neoclassical, like this chair:   
 
He didn’t spend all his time woodworking.  On 19 May 1748 he 
married Catherine Redshaw at St George's Chapel, Mayfair and 
they had five sons and four daughters.  Catherine died in 1772 
and in 1777 he married Elizabeth Davis with whom he had three more children.  In 1776, 
Chippendale’s son, also Thomas (1749–1822), took over the firm, allowing his father to retire.  In 
1779 Chippendale relocated to Hoxton where he died of tuberculosis.  He was buried at St Martin-
in-the-Fields on 16 November 1779.  Thomas Junior continued running the business but persisting 
financial difficulties and then Haig’s death led to bankruptcy and closure in 1804. 



 
An excellent BBC documentary on Chippendale’s life and work is available as a four-part series on 
YouTube.  It’s worth watching and here’s the link to Part I:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bhu7HjIGAk      Chris Feltham 

 
... and two more famous Englishmen 
Towards the end of his life, as he struggled to complete St Paul’s cathedral, Sir Christopher Wren 
scoured England in search of oak trees to complete the lower roof of the choir.  William and Mary 
were on the throne and William had instructed that all available oak was to be used to rebuild the 
ships of the Royal Navy.  However, while he was busy in Ireland winning the Battle of the Boyne, 
Mary, anxious to see St Paul’s completed, ignored his instructions and offered Wren twenty trees 
from a grove she had inherited near Runnymede.  The following is an extract from “Myself 
Christopher Wren. A novel of his life and times.” by David Weiss, published in 1973. 
 
“Christopher took his deputy, Hawksmoor, with him and the deputy was astonished by the amount 
of detail the surveyor felt was essential.  He was more concerned about the fibre of the trees than 
their appearance.  He examined each oak to be sure it was neither hollow nor rotten but 
possessed a hard and solid trunk and good sap.  Then he waited until autumn to cut down the 
trees, so there would be no fresh sap running in them and the wood would be as dry as possible.  
He told a puzzled deputy, “Now the wood is less likely to warp, twist, swell or shrink.  And it must 
be cut in the direction which the fibres run for the wood to have its greatest strength.  We must 
also be sure that the trees are tall enough for the long beams of the choir roof.” 
 
John Harrison (1693 - 1776) was a largely self-educated carpenter who solved the problem of 
calculating longitude at sea.  He taught himself horology by building wooden clocks, several of 
which are still in existence.   
 
This one in the stables at Brocklesby Park, near Barrow on Humber, has been running continuously 
for 297 years, except for a brief period in 1884 when workers stopped it for refurbishing.  Harrison 
used lignum vitae for all the parts which might require oiling, since 

it is a naturally 
oily timber.  
Whenever he 
needed a metal 
component he 
used brass so 
nothing has 
rusted.  X-rays of 
his gears show 
how he fitted 
radial grain 
segments into 
the 
circumference of 

the wheel to ensure their longevity.    
 
Chris Feltham 
 
 



Useful tips and tricks 
 For years I used wax paper to keep glue off my clamps and bench top but it’s now 

obtainable only from artists’ supply stores – and then only at high prices.  But don’t panic; 
aluminium foil makes an acceptable replacement.  Sadly, though, such foil doesn’t replace 
waxed paper as a lubricant for plane bases. 

 Have you ever thought of using your smartphone as a digital angle gauge?  There’s an 
excellent video on the Woodworkers’ Guild of America website which explains how to do 
this – you’ll need a few pieces of plywood, a couple of rare earth magnets and the 
appropriate smart phone app. 
 

Health in the Woodworker’s Workshop 
In each publication there will be an item on workshop safety.  This month’s topic is “wood dust”. 
Does wood dust cause health issues?  YES IT DOES. 
 
All wood contains chemicals and some woods will contain moulds, fungi or bacteria. 
How does wood dust cause health issues?  When using any tool or machine preparing wood in the 
workshop dust is made; this can be anything from visible to microscopic.  It does not matter what 
size it is; it is dangerous. (Other “dust” also causes problems but because we are wood workers we 
will deal with wood dust). Some woods are more dangerous than others because of their toxic 
qualities but toxicology of woods is a very large subject and is not dealt with here. 
 
How dust affects us: 

1. Inhalation.  Dust can enter the lungs leading to immediate reactions from coughing to 
blocked nasal passages with resultant difficulty in normal breathing.  Long term wood dust 
inhalation can lead to emphysema and lung cancer.  You cannot always expectorate wood 
dust from your lungs because it becomes attached to the surface of the lung and this 
causes the long-term effects. 

2. Ingestion.  Yes, we ingest dust into our stomachs. This is because dust mixes with saliva and 
we swallow this. Once in the stomach the dust particles pass throughout the digestive tract. 
Research has shown that ingested dust particles also enter the blood system. Also research 
has shown that ingested wood dust particles have made people ill.  If the dust contains 
toxins there can be no question that ingesting it will make you ill. 

3. Contact.  Many people suffer from contact dermatitis and wood workers are not excluded. 
Some skin irritations may be immediate but others are not evident for a long time and only 
after long term contact with certain woods. 

4. Eyes.  We have all experienced dust in the eyes and know how uncomfortable this can be, 
but it can also be serious with damage to the eyes from scratches and dust embedding in 
the tissue of the eye. 

5. Ears.  Dust entering ears will cause an almost indistinguishable problem, however long-
term dust will irritate the aural canal and lead to wax build up. This isn’t dangerous in itself 
but can cause a temporary loss of hearing. 

 
How can we prevent health issues from dust? 

1. Wear personal protective equipment (PPE). Dust mask, ear defenders and close-fitting eye 
protection are minimum requirements. 

2. Use respiratory protective equipment (RPE). Some wood working processes require more 
than a mask to protect the operator.  Wearing a “normal” dust mask will not provide 
adequate protection when sanding. When doing this you should wear close fitting 



apparatus with proper filters that will stop microscopic particles getting into your internals. 
3. Protective clothing will help to protect your skin. 
4. Installing and using dust extraction systems. 

 
There is a lot of information available about wood dust and its effects. However, the message is 
simple: “Use protective equipment”, no matter how short the job.                                        Bill Filmer  
 
(An article in the New England Journal of Medicine, on 25 August 2019, which studied the effects 
of particulate matter air pollution in 652 cities in 24 countries from 1986 to 2015, confirmed again 
that it’s the 2.5-micron particles, too small to see, which do the most damage.    Chris Feltham) 

 
Buy, Sell and Swap 

 
 

This 250mm tilt arbor saw bench is for the wood worker requiring a large worktable area and a 
powerful single-phase motor.  Powered by a 3 HP single-phase motor this saw bench has a solid 
cast iron table and extensions giving a total work area of 1170mm wide x 800mm deep, a mitre 
gauge and a solid, accurate rip fence with a capacity of 630mm to the right of the blade and 
580mm to the left.  The main cabinet and blade guard are provided plus four spare blades.  
$750.00 

Enquires to David Thomas 
Castlerock@ts.co.nz 
021432899 

 
And, finally, from our department of useless information ... 

 Have you ever wondered why the humble carpenter’s pencil is flat?   Here are some 
thoughts on the issue: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAsSOnU0jqk 

 
 Did you know you can drill square holes?  Well; almost square.  Just the tiniest rounding of 

the corners.   In 1914 Harry James Watts, an English engineer living in Pennsylvania, was 
granted a patent for a drill that can drill square holes.  It employs the principle of the 
Reuleaux triangle which is the simplest form of a curve of constant width – another larger 
example of a curve of constant width is the sterling 50p coin, which is a multilateral-curve 
heptagon.  The key point about these curves is that they always have the same breadth – if 
you stick a few dozen 50p coins together side by side you can make a roller because the 
distance from the top of the coin to the floor is always the same.  Note that these curves 



are not circles since their centres move and Mr Watts had to devise a special chuck that 
compensated for the wobble of the drill bit’s centre as it rotated.  Still bewildered?  Well 
the Watts tool company is still in existence at 760 Airbrake Ave, Wilmerding, PA 15148 and 
still selling their drills.  This URL shows an animated illustration of the drill bit movements:  
https://makezine.com/2009/10/06/drilling-square-holes-with-a-watts/ 

 
Any and all contributions to “The Borer” are welcomed.  Our next issue will be in March 2020. 
 
Your editors 
Chris Feltham and Bill Filmer 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


